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TWENTY AMERICAN SOLDIERS ARE GUESTS OF THE CITY OF BRISTOL

The Lord. Mayor and the City -of Bristol have been hosts for

the past two days' to 20. American soldiers who name "Bristol" as

their hometown in the United States,

Street parades, a c oncert by an American band, an exchange
of flags between the United States Army and the Bristol Home

Guard, speeches, by British and American loaders and dignitaries
and a luncheon at which "Bristol ’s Lord Mayor was host, were

features of the extensive two-day ceremonies designed to "emphasize
the friendship and understanding .-which exists- between the people

of Bristol and their American allies.

Major General Harry C. Ingles, Deputy Theater Commander,,
represented the United States Army for this ceremony.

In his speech on this occasion General Ingles said:

"My Lord Mayor -

”This is properly an impressive occasion for which we have
come here today.

"You see before you the national emblem of the United States

of America, It has boon brought her o to Bristol, England, by a

group of soldiers of the American Army whose homes are also called

Bristol.

"Those "American Bristols" arc of various sizes; some are

tiny hamlets end some are cities of prominence,- All of them were

given the name of Bristol many years ago by their founding fathers

because of their desire to keep alive the connection with their

former home in England. One of them oven has neighboring towns

called Somerset, Taunton, Newport, and Bridgewater.

"Bristol, England, has been unusually close to Americans

ever since the famous voyages of John and Sebastian Cabot. Famous

men manning famous vessels which were equipped in Bristol set out

from here to explore and settle there. They were followed by

merchant ships which built a trade between America and Bristol

unequaled by any other city in all England.

"In the 17th century an ancestor of George Washington,
father of our country, was well known in Bristol, Royal Governors

of the early American colonies of Virginia and Massachusetts

were sons of Bristolians, The name of William Penn, the great

Quaker, is known the world over for his work in founding our

present state of Pennsylvania and our greet city of Philadelphia,
which is, incidentally, only a few miles from our largo town of

Bristol, Pennsylvania. Many of their descendants are now in

uniform defending the many Bristols and the principles of

democracy so well established by this one and so cherished by

all of its offspring.

"The masterful speeches of Edmund Burke, member of Parliament

for Bristol at the time of cur American Revolution, one required

reading for all students of the history of that time when he was

an ardent champion of the cause of the colonies.
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»Your groat Bristol University has generously honored

several of cur citizens, including the present Ambassador Mr.

Winant, with her degrees, and in many ways your citizens of

Bristol hove opened their bones and their hearts to our

American peop l e,

"Now, today, we have gathered here to show, in sene small

way, our appreciation of your generosity of thought and deed

with token, of the friendship between our two nations who are

engaged in this common struggle to perpetuate cur common ideals.

"My Lord Mayor. I have 'the honor of presenting; from the

Bristols of America to the Bristol of England, the Star Spangled
Banner of the United States,
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